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A THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE TORQUES

INDUCED BY A MAGNETIC FIELD ON ROTATING CYLINDERS AND

SPINNING THIN-WALL CONES, CONE FRUSTUMS,

AND GENERAL BODY OF REVOLUTION

By G. Louis SMITH

SUMMARY

The eleetromaglielic .field equation,_ are applied to
_onferromagnetic conducting ,dou'ly ,_pinni_ 9 thin-

and thick-wall open-ended cylinder,_ and thin-wall

cone fru,s'tum,% and al.s'o to thin-wall tumblit_g cyl-

inders, to calculate the i_Muced eddy eurrent,_" from

which the re,_ulting lorque,_ are &47_'mined. A

method is al,_o preuelded .for det_.rmining the eddy

current,% a_td hence the torque, in a ,_eries of cone

.[ru,_'tum,_ joined end to end. When applied to the

limitittg ease, thi,_ method Iead,_ to the ,solution fur

the general body qf reeolution.
F_Ture,_ that uhow the eariation qf torque with

fi,_ene,_,_ ratio and thielcnes,¢ ratio are pre,_'ented .for
thh_- a,td thick-wall cylinder._. The torque acting

on a tumbling cylinder wa,q.fouiM to be one-half the

torque acting on a ._ymmetrieally ,_pi_ing cylinder,

all other .[actor,s bei_g equal. Re,_ultu .frmn this

analy,_i,_ are directly applicable to ealculation,¢ of

the torque acting on ,_pinning a_d tumblil_g ._atellite,_.

INTRODUCTION

Oric of the many considerations in dealing with

satellites is the interaction of the earth's magnetic

fichl with the conducting shell of a spinning satel-

lite. (See refs. 1 to 4.) The geomagnetic fidd

induces eddy currents wiflfin the rotating con-

dueting shell, which in turn interact with the fiehl
to produce a torque. One component of this

torque slows the rotation, and another component:

tends to precess the direction of the spin axis.

(See re[. 4.)

In studying this interaction analytically, it is

necessary 1o apl)ly Maxwell's clectromagnelic field

equ,ttions with the appropriate boundary condi-

tions to the prol)lcm. The solulion for a sphere,

which is applicable to spherical shells such as those

of the Vanguard series of satellites, has been pre-

sented in references 4 and 5. The purpose of
Otis paper is to presenl tll(, solutions for some

olher eonfiguralions. Two cylinder eases are

solved: lhe eylinder spinning about its center

line and the cylinder spinning about an axis per-

pendieular Io the eenlcr line. All rotalious can

be resolved into lhese two eon-tponents. The ina-

l)ortanee of having 1)olh solutions available for

the general cylindrical salellite is that, although

it may be injected into orbit spinning abou! the

axis of minimum moment of inertia, internal dis-
sipation of kinetic energy causes the spin axis

eventually to shift to the axis or maximum mo-
ment of into'tin.

Thin cones and frustums of cones are also

investigated and equations are derived for lhe

induced currenls within the shell, from which the

torque follows. A method is set up for extending

these results to a series of f,'ust urns joined together.

This method leads to a solution for a general body
of revolul ion.

In each ease, equations are derived rot the cur-

rent density throughout the body and for the total

resultant torque.

SYMBOLS

C curve of integration

e velocity of light

E electric field intensity vector
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E (with subscript)

el, e.), e 3

F

H

h

i,j,k
J

component of E
unit vectors along _, _, and _"axes

vector force per unit volume

magnetic field intensity vector
magnilu(le of H

unit vectors along X, 1. and Z axes

current densily vector

J (with subscript) component of $
Jn( ) Bessel function of first kind, of order n

k.,, ];'.,. eigenvalues in thick-wall cylinder solu-
tion

L torque vector

l length of cylinder

P(x) function defined by equation (36)
r radius vector

r radius (cylindrical coordinate)
t time

u (wit,h subscript) unit vector, in direction
indicated

w transformation variable, defined by

equation (71)

a',y,z distance along coordinate axes A, Y,
and Z

};() Bessel function of second kind, of
order n

Z,,( ) cylinder function of order n, Em_J,( )-4-

F,,,,,E,( )
a,,, quantities define(l by equalion (40)

_,, quantities defined t)y equation (46)

0 angle from 3t-axis in X,Y plane (cy-
lindrical and spherical coordinate)

X angle between Z-axis and H

ju angh. defined in figure 10 for tum-

bling-cylinder analysis

v polar angle in phme, used in cone
amdysis

_, _, _" coordinate axes used in analysis of tum-

bling cylinder (see fig. 10)

o distance along cone from vertex to
point (spherical coordinate)

(r electrical tend ucl i vii y
r thickness of thin wall

go harmonic function; for example, equa-
tion (13)

¢ cone half-angh, (fig. 11)
_b stream function
oa spin vector
aJ spin ratc

Subscripts:

a, b quantity evalualed at end a or end b
z inside
o outside

m, average

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY

CONDITIONS

In order to formulate the prol)h,m nmthemati-

tally, it is necessary first to list the equations and

the boundary conditions to be used. Maxwell's

equations describe the magnetic and electric fields

inside and outside the (.ylinder. (See refs. 4 and

6.) The analysis is restricted to nonferromagnetic

metals so that, in Gaussian units, the permittivity

and permeability are near rarity. Also, for spin
rates reasonable for most satellites, the magnetic

field due to the induced eddy currents is small com-

pared with the primary field ; therefore, tile unper-

turbed ntagnetie field can be used in the electric

field equations. This approximation is justified

in reference 4. Also, for spin rates of the magni-

tude applicable to satellites, the charge density

within a conductor will be negligible. Thus, as is
shown in reference 4, the electric fieht equations

are

VXE=_c_ _ bH
bt (1)

V.E=0 (2)

In st ationmT axes, the electric field can be

wri!ten (ref. 4) as:

E=vm-_-c-'@Xr) X H (3)

where V'_,'I,=0, and +, lit(, potential of the electric

field, is determined by the bmmdary conditions.

The term c-_(_0Xr)MH is the induced electric

field. The current follows immediately h'om

J=,rE (4)

Tile force per unit volume is then

F--c-'JXH (5)

and the torque is cah'ulated by integrating the dif-

ferential torque

dL- rXdF (6)

The only t)oundary condition is that the compo-

nent of current (or electric field) nornml to the

sm'face vanish at the sm'faee. This condition,

together with the induced field, is sufficient to

determine (I, and WI' completely.

Equation (3) is well suited for calculating the

electric field in symmetrically spinning cylinders,
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inasmuch as the boundary condition can be readily

applied in this case to determine q_; it will be used

in the study of both s_nmetrically spinning thin-

wail and thick-wall cylinders. However, in cal-

culating the electric field in thin-wall tumbling

cylinders and spinning cones, equation (3) is not
so well suited, and it becomes convenient to use

a stream function to solve equations (1) and (2)

simultaneously.

SYMMETRICALLY SPINNING CYLINDER

For the symmetrically spinning cylinder, an

approximate solution is first obtained for the
thin-wall shells. The solution for t]le thick-wall

cylinder is then derived, and a comparison is made
of the two solutions.

To study the case of a s.ymmctrically spinning
open-ended cylinder, Cartesian and cylindrical

coordinate systems are first set up as sho_m in

figure I. The Z-axis is set up along the center

line of the cylinder, and the X-axis is defined in

such a way that H lies in the 3,', Zphme and forms

an angle k with the Z-axis. The quantities H, r,

z

I

-y

YW, vrtE 1. Coordinate systems for symmetrically spinning

cylinder.

and to can then be written as

H=/_(i sin X+k cos X)

=h(m sin k cos O--ue sin X sin 0d u_ cos X)

r= Ud'AvUzZ

(7)

(s)

(9)

c_

• =_2, (A,, sin z_0+ B. cos _0)
'/t=0

((',, sinh _+D,_ cosh _)(13)

Equation (10) thus becomes

E= --u,c-_hJsin X cos O+u_ _,(A,, sin ,0
r/=O

.w

-4--_ _ n(A, cos n0--B,, sin _/_0) (7,, sinh n.zT-

nz') (14)A-D,, cosh -_-

to = Uz6O

Equation (3) thus becomes

E=Vq,+c-'h_0r(u_ cos X--u_ sin X cos 0) (10)

The boundary conditions may then be writh,n as

E_(,',O,±_)=O (11)

E_(r,, O, z)=E_(ro, 0, z)=0 (12)

THIN-_'ALL CASE

For a thin-wall open-ended eylindri('al shell,
the radial component of" flow will be negligible by

comparison with tile eircnmferential and longi-

tudinal components, Jo and J_, respectively, and

Jo and J, will not vary significantly between

r=r, and r=ro. The probh, m lh(,refore can be

considered to t)e primarily dependent on 0 and

z. Sin(,(, the ('ylinder ('an then be ('tit along" an
element and developl,d onto a ttlane, the problenl

may be treated as two-dimensional, with rO as

tile at)scissa and z as the ordinate, where r is

taken lo bc tile "average" radius. Only a.strip

of the phme one period in width need be considered.

A potential field Vq_ is now superimposed on the

feld and adjusted to make the longitudinal com-

ponents of tit(, total fieht wmish a.t the boundln'ies

of the region corresponding to the open ends of
the cylinder. Tile potential then is
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The radial components have been dropped in

equation (14) fox" this thin-wall case; titus, equa-
tions (12) arc satisfied automatically. In order

to satisfy the boundary condition (ll), it is

necessary that the first term of equation (14)
l

cancel the first summation at z=4-_. This is

easily aceoml)lished by letting all the coefficients

be zero except B_ and G. Then

0=--c-Vt.wr sin X cos O+ B_C_ cos 0 cosh
l

r 2r

from which

BIC1 c-lhwr2sin X (15)
l

cosh 2_-:

Substituting equation

gives the potential as

(15) into

sinh _e

equation (13)

• (0, z)=c-_h_r _ sin X cos 0 ------5-r (16)
1

cosh 2r

The eh,etric field is then

E(O,z)=--u,c-lDwrsinX cos 0 1 e_sh,mT ]
.rj

sinh _z

--u0c q}o0r sin X sin 0 _ (17)
l

cosh 2_--5

Tile electric fichl having been determined, the

eurren{ follows immediately by equation (4). The
torque is then eah'uhl.ted by

=c-_fr rX (JXH)dV (18)L

where Vis volunw. Equations (7), (8), and (17)

arc substituted into tl)e iniegrand of equation (18).

The resulting vector expression in terms ()f u,, uo,

and u= is then referred to the X,Y, Z system in

terms of i, j, and k. The restllt is then integrated

over the surface of the cylinder. (Because of the

thin-wall approximations, the integration with

respect to r is reI)laced by simply nmltiplying by
lhc thickness r.) The final result is

L=_c-2h_w sin Xi_lr (1--l tanh l )

(ices X--k sin X) (19)

l,The factor 1-- tanh_r which is the torque

per unit length normalized with respect to the
torque per unit length or a similar cylindrical shell

of infinite length, is plotted as a function or fine-

ness ratio in figm'e 2. It is seen from this figure

that the lorque per unit length varies rapidly

wilh fineness ratio up to a ratio of approximatcly

5, after which the torque per unit length is a weak
runt.lion of fineness ratio. The torque, similarly

normalized, is sho_m in figure 3.

The conventional stream function ¢, describing

the current paths within the cylindri(,al sh(,ll, is

defined by

be= -- Jo = -- _Eo
5z

Dimensionally, this definition corresponds to a

FIG'CRE 2,--Xormalize(l lorque per unit length as a

function of fineness ral io for spinning thin-wall cylinder.

" [U t [TI+Lg.6--_ i

o i 111 _!/' ,].._.4 + -i

; ! I ! i i/-q t I

,!><r!iill:[ '_ ,---r"l I_ L I I I I 1 t i_i
0 t0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 ZO 8.0 9.0

Fineness rOfiO, l/2r

lCIGURE 3.--Normalized torque as a funcllon of fineness

ratio for spinning ihin-wall cylinder.
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unit thickness. Then by equation (17)

¢,(0, z)=--ac-lh_r 2 sin X sin O I1----

c°sh rl
(20

The current paths, or streamlines, are given by
lines of constant _b and are shown in figures 4(a),

4(b), and 4(c) for fineness ratios of 2, 4, and 8,
respectively. The mapping for _"< 0 =<2_- will be
identical to that shown for 0_-<0=<_. The values

of _b have been normalized by dividing by tile

:=

g 3.0

2.5

g
g 2.o
o

"i 1.0

LI
-2 -I 0

Lor,gitudinal distance from center, z, radii

l
(a) Fineness ratio --=2.

2r

t;'l(;(mE 4.- Current l)aths for spinning thin-wall cylinder.

maximum value. The direction of the flow de-

pends, of course, on the relative direction of the

spin vector and the applied magnetic field vector
and thus is not indicated. Comparison of these

figures shows physically why the torque per unit

length varies as it does with fineness ratio. As

the fineness ratin is increased, ttw current paths

become more nearly straight and parallel, except

near the ends; thus, in the limiting case of an
infinite cylinder, the streamlines are parallel.

In the preceding analysis the problem of the

torque and eddy currents produced by a conduct-

ing cylindrical shell spinning in a magnetic field

has been studied on the basis of thin-wall approxi-

mations. Exact solutions In the problem for a

thicl_-wall (.ylinder will now be derived because
of their intrinsic interest and also to substantia,te

the thin-wall lreatment and to find its limitations.

THICK-WALL CASE

In order to determine the electric field wilhin a

thick-wall cylinder, equations (10) to (12) are

_gain employed. The cylindri('al harmonic may
be _n'itten as

,_(r,O,z)=_, _, (A .... sinh k,,,z+ B .....

cash kmn Z) (C,_, sill #O_-Dmn COS #8)Z,, (k,..r)

+_ (A,, sin n0+ B,, cos nO) (C_z+D,,) (E_r _
n

-}-F,,r-') + Co log, r (22)

where

Z,(k,,,,r)=E,,,,J,,(k,,,,r)+F.,X,,(k,,,,r) (23)

==
xJ
o

_3.oF

_,2.0

_o_-
¥ -4.o

¢3

T ;7 _

-2.0 0 2.0

Longiludinal distance from cenler, z, radii

1
(b) Fineness ratio -2--=4.

;gr

:=

o

8

4.0 E

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0

--' I I ! /

]I!
+' ' i I i i ! _ I i*:

. / ', I _ i

- _-T _ :I '_ _+-- -
__r_, _-_V_ - _I--

2 4 6
Longitudinal distance from center, z, radii

TF,:

' i "

0

8

l

(c) Fineness raliO_r=8.

FIGUI_E 4. Continued. F_GURE 4. Concluded.
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and J,,( ) and Y,,( ) are Bessel functions of order
n of the firs! and second kinds, respectively. For
simplMty, X will be taken to be _r/2. From
physical eonsideralions il is apparent that only
the eompo_qen[ of the magneiie field normal to
lhe spin axis is effective in generating a current;
therefi)re, this reslri('tion on X will be inconse-
quential. By using equations (10) amt (22), tile
components of the ele('tri(' field vector within the
eondu('tor ('an be written as

&b

=_,, _ (A ..... sinh km,,Z
m rt

-1 B ......eosh k,,,,z)((7,_, sin _,0

quirement of equation (12) that the radial con>
ponent of the electric fiehl vanish at the inside

and outside sur['aces is applied to equalion (24).
This condition gives Co=O, E,_=-F,,=0, and

z,"@_°ro)--Z,',(1"..,r,) =0 (27)

Equations (27) yieht the ('hara('teristic equation
which determines the eigenwdues k,,,,_ and also
F,..

The method of evaluating them will be
Stun*

discussed presently. By letting Dm 1 and
dropping the n subscript, equalions (22), (24),
(25), and (26) are reduced to

• (r, O,z)= _2, A,,, sinh Ic,,,z cos OZ_(k.,r) (28)
m=l

+D,,,,, cos nO)Z_(k.,,.r)--_(A,, sin t_#

+ B,, cos lW)(C,z +D,,) (E,,,'"-'

___n ] .... 1)/_ }_? (24)

i)q5
Eo =TbO

1

+B .... cosh k,,,,,z)(C,,,, cos nO

-- D... sin 1_0)nZ,, (k..,r)

1

+;: >2, (.4. cos _0- B,, sin _0) (C,z

-t- O,,) (E,,r"+ Fr-")n (25)

E.=_--c tt_orcos 0

=_ _ k,,., (A,,,,, cosh t_'.,,_z

-FB,._ sinh k,,,,,z)(C,,_ sin ,t0

+D .....cos IW)Z,,(km.r)

+'52 C,(.I. sin I_O+B. cos n0)(E.r"
It

+F,,r-")--e-tho_r cos 0 (26)

The boundary conditions are now applied to the
problem. First the requirement of equation (11)
that the longitudinal component of the eleetl'ie
fieht vanish at the ends is applied 1o equation (26).
By symmetry B ..... 0. Also, only the cos 0 terms
can have nonlrivial coefficients, that is, D,_,,-=
B,,=0 (n#l) aud Cm.--A,,=0. Next, the re-

E_ = _ A,,, sinh k.,z cos OZ_(k,,,r) (29)
7rt=l

Eo=-- _2, A,,, sinh k,,,z sin OZl(k,,,r) (.30)
_'n = 1

E.= _2, A,,]c,,, cosh k,.z cos OZ_(k.,r)--c-_hcor cos 0
7/1=1

(.31)

In order to evaluate _',,, and F2_,' equation (27)

is expanded l)y mcans of equation (23) a/ld then

Z_(k_r) is replaced by k,,,Zo(k,.r) -1 Zl(k,,,r).

following two equations at'(, thus oblained:

E., [lc,,,Jo(kmr_)--l j_ (te,,,rO]

+ F., [k,,,l'o(le,,,r,)--l Y,(l,".,r,)_=O (32)

E,. [k,,,Jo(k.,ro)--l JKk,_,'o,]

+ F" [ ]_''Y° (l{''''°)-lro Y, (k_ro) _=O (33)

1%,
Eliminating E,,, between equations (32) and (33)

gives the elmraeteristic equation rot" tim k,,, values:

1 Jl (k,,,r,)k.,Jo (k_ro)-- J_ (k,,ro) k,.Jo (lc.,r_)--r-_

/c,.,Yo (k.,,ro)--_ Y_ (k..,ro) k,.Yo (k.,rO-- Yt (k,.r,)

(34)
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One method of solving equation (34) is to re-
write it as

k,.r_Jo (kmro) -- J1 (k,_ro) k,,,r,Jo (kmr_) -- J1 (k,.r _)
k_roYo (k,.ro)--Y, tk,.ro) k.,r_Yo (k,_r_) --Y, (k,,,rD

(35)
Now define P(x) by

p. , xJo (x)-- J1 (x)
tx) = _, _-) (36)

Thus, the characteristic equation may be written
as

P(k,,r_) -- P(k.,ro) (37)

A plot of file variation of P(x) with x which is

applicable for all eases can be made. To deter-

mine the eigenvalues for a cylinder wifll a given

rJr°' p (r_ )x is plotled as a function of x. The

intersections of P (_x_ with P(x) satisfy equa-
\to /

tion (37) and therefore give the desired eigenvalues

k.,-= x. Such a plot is shown in figure 5. The
ro

solid line is for P(x) and the dashed line is

for P(0.5x) or _=0.5. In this example, the first
ro

three eigenvalues given by the intersections are
seen to be k,.= 1.42, 6.53, and 12.65, where ro is

assumed to be unity. The variations of the first

few eigenvalues with rdro are shown in figure 6.

After the eigenvalues have been determined,

F,./E., is given immediately by

F.,
-E_= - P(k.,ro) (as)

12_ •

I

/

,o - /i

o>_8_ -- I _ --- "

r_

0 .2 .4 .6

_,/ _o

/
/

/i

i[-

I

i

-t ......

l i
.8 1.0

FIGURE 6.--- V'lrhition Of eigenv'tlues with r,lro.

The variation of the first few values of F,,/Em

with rJro is shown in figure 7. The singular

points occur where E,, becomes zero while Fm
remains finite.

The A,,, values are determined by again apply-
ing equation (11) to equ.tion (31) and using the

ortliogonality properties of Bessd functions:

FIe, I-RE 5. Plot for graphical determiimtion of eigeln'ahl(,s.

644936--62--2

2t m __ C- ]]gOroOlm (39)IL

k,,,cosh ""-:_
2

where, by reference 7,

'o r 2Z, (kmr)dr
i

OLm_

f(°ro r[Zi (k,d') ]'dr

r 2

m-

r 2 r 2
ro_ _[z, ¢,,,r) ] -zo(&,r)_(_,,,,r) }l;:

(40)

The _., values are thus nondimensional and are
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1,5

1.0

0

-,5

-I ,0

+11lj
It.A 1/
Vl] ;/
//i

i 1
I !

+

-I .5

-2.1
0 .2 ,4

r// ro

t

t
f
i

.6

I

t
1

i

A__
I

1
1 k,
I
I

1

I

1

i

t

-•-4
I

._1 1.0

I:'IGVRE 7.--Variation of Fm/E,_ with rjro for different

eigenvalues.

functions only of r,./ro for a given m. It is noted
that E,_ and F,,_need not be separalely determined;

only their ratio F,,,/E,,, need be found. Substitut-
ing equation (39) into equations (2S) to (31) gives

sinh

q,(r, 0, z)=c-'hwro cos 0 _--1 _ eosh _2 _Zz(_z_r) (41)

@, a,,, sinh k,_z Z',(k,,,r) (42)

E,--c-_hwro cos _ _'J-1k,. eosh k2 ! " "

sinh k_z
Eo=--c-'h_si,, 0 ___, a,,, Z,(k,,,r) (43)

k,,, eosh k,,,l
2

Ez=--c-lhwro cos 0 "_r _ eoshk,,z ,-, 1
c%- it, ll. _/_ll_'.,r)

[ To m=l OS_ m Je 311

(44)

The electric field is therefore determined within

lhe cylinder. The convergence of these summa-
tions is generally good.

The procedure for determining the torque is

essentially the same as outlined before for the
thin-wall cylindrical shell. The result is

L=Trac_2ldsin Xo_lro,(1El--\_/(r()4]d

( _/)}--,_=1_ k_'--__2 tanh k_, (i cos X--k sin X)
'2ro (45)

where I/2ro is the fineness ratio, k_,, is the eigen-

value nondimensionalized with respect to ro, that

is, k'=rok,,,, and _,,, is defined by

3 :a" _° r_Zl(h',,r)dr=_ C r_ "1t'om

(46)

N'ote that again, for large values of the fineness
ratio l/2ro, the torque per unit length is inde-

pendent of the fineness ratio.

The torque per unit length per unit thickness

as a function of rJro is shown in figure 8 for

various fineness ratios. (The product ae-_'h_or) is

taken to be unity.) Figure 9 is a cross plot

showing the torque per re|it length per unit
thi('kness as a function of fineness ratio for various

r/ro values. The r_-----1.0 curve is identical to
ro

that for the thin-wall solution show-n in figure 2.

Fi ratio, !

o"

0

i I i,
l t t

.6 .7 .8

'V"o
'_9 1.0

FtG'cRs 8.--Torque per unit length per unit thickness as

a function of rJr. for spinning thick-wall cylinder.

The product ac-_'h%ar. 4 is taken to be unity.
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Fmt'RE 9. -Torque per m_it h,,,gth per unit lhickness ,is

a function of fineness ratio for spinning fhiek-wall

cylinder. The product ar-2h2a:ro _ is taken lo t)e unity.

THIN-WALL TUMBLING CYLINDER

The coordinate systems used in ltle analysis of

the tumbling cylinder are shown in figure 10.

The }, n, i" coordinate system, with the unit

reelers e_, e:_, and ca, is space fixed at lhc eenler

of the rotating cylinder, with the _-axis parallel
to lhe spin axis and the f-axis orienWd so that

the magnetic fiel{] vector lies in the ,_, f phme.

The 2_, Y, Zsyslen} with unit vectors i, j, and k is
fixed in the cylinder with the origin at the center
of the eylinde,', the X-axis bein_ alined with lhe

(-axis, and is rotated from the space-fixed system

by the angle u. In addition, a polar coordinate

system r,O,z with unit vectors u,, u0, ;m(l u, is

fixed in the eylimler, 0 being measured from the

,\'--axis, as in figure 1.

Now, because only the normal eomponenl of
VXJ is effective in a thin-wall conductor and

radial currents arc negligibh,, cqua(ions (1) and

(4) give for this case

5J_ bJo --ac-'h_o sin X cos u sin 0

(47)

The continuity requirement (eq. (2)) reduces to

_Jo b J.
v.J=Tg0_0+_=0,: (4s)

I
k I 'f--,  T.3

FtCCnE 10. Coor(limde syslem.,, for troubling cylinder.

Radial current having been negle(qed, the bound-

ary condition is simply

This problem couhl be solved by a scalar polential
as before. However, lo demonsirate an allern'tte

approa(,h, the solmion will be 1)y means o[" a

stre,_m funclion. Wilh a stream function 'k de-

fined as before (see cq. (20))

vet,---- -- (V;><a), (50)

so fhat, l)y equation (47),

b _ 5-__ __ sin X cos psin 0 (51)
V _=r.bO_+bz-_--ac hoa

Solving equation (51) yMds

_=_c-_h_r a sin X cos _ sin 0

-+-_ (A,, sin _0q-B cos _0)
;,_=O

((7,, si,fl, '7+ D. eosh ;z ) (.52)

Only the sin 0 eomponenl of the harmonic p'w!

of ¢ will not vanish when the boundary condition

is applied; therefore, A,,--0 (_t>l) and B,,=0.

By symmelry (7_=0. The cun'ent density is

then calculated by equations (50) and (52),
under the condition that the longihldinal com-

ponent vanish at the ends (eq. (49)), and .I_D_ is
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thereby determined.

and current eomponenls are shown to be

Thus the stream function

sinh z_

Jo=ac-lt_oor _sin X cos ,, _ sin 0

cosh _7

sin 0 (53)

(54)

I eosh/1
J,=zc-_l_r_sin X cos _ 1

cosh

cos 0 (55)

The torque resulting from this current is

L:rrac-2h2oo sin X,_lr (1--1tallh l )

cos **(--i sin X cos ,,+k cos X) (56)

Expressed in space-fixed axes,

L=rrac-2h%asin Xt_lr (1--1t'mh l )

(--e_ sin X eoQ _z--e2 cos X sin ,, cos #

-_-ea cos X cos 2 _) (.57)

Averaging this torque around one revolution

gives simply

L,_:_ ac-2h% sin Xra/r (1--I tanh/)

(--el sin Xq-ea cos X) (58)

Comparison of equation (58) for a tumbling

cylinder with equation (19) for a symmetrically

spinning cylinder sllows the two expressions to be

i(h,ntieal except for a factor of 1/2 in the ease of

lhe tumbling cylinder because of the sinusoidal

variation of the cum'ent,. Also, it is seen from

equations (2t) and (53) that the streamlines are
iden tical.

THIN-WALLED CONES AND CONIC FRUSTUMS

hi studying the magneti(' torques on thin-walle(t

symmetrically spinning cones and cone frustums,

coordinate systems are set up as shouul in figure

11. Cartesian and polar coordinates are oriented

\

FIGURE 11.---Coordinate systems for cone.

as before, the Z-axis being parallel to w, the N, Z
plane containing H, 0 being measured in the

X, Y tllane from the N-axis, and r being measured

normal to the Z-axis. The origin is placed at the

vertex of the cone. The cone half-angle is 4'. In

addition, o is defined as the distance from the

vertex to a point on the cone, and unit vectors

u, and uo are defined normal to o and u0 and

parallel to o, respectively.

As before, only the component of VX J norm_d
to the surface is considered. Equation (1) gives

(VXl)¢=--ac-_he sin X cos ¢ Sill 0 (59)

which is the governing equation for a conical
surface.

As with the cylinder, Ihe cone or cone frustum
is a developable sm'face and can be rolled out on

a plane; therefore, the prot)lem becomes a bound-

ary-wdue problem in a sector of an annulus or

of a circle in a plane. The polar coordinates in

tile plane at'(, the radial distance p and the central

angle v, which is related to the mlgle 0 by the
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equ a t ion
v=0 sin ¢ (60)

{Ttlis equation is readily verified by noling tha!
a circumferential distance (p sin 4))0 on the cone

becomes pv in tile plane.)

In pohw coordinates, tile T,aplacian of tile

stream function is given by

w/=5 p2-1-)_)p t p2_)_

so that equation (59) now beeomes, with the aid

of equation (60),

_p2T_pTp_Sil{% _}02=0"g l, oa sill
X cos ¢ sin 0

(61)

As in the case of symim'trically spinning cylinders,
only the sin 0 term of ¢ remains after the boundary

conditions have been applied.

Accordingly, lhe solution of equation (61) is
assumed 1o be of tile form

g,(p, 0)--Sill Of(p) (62)

Subst it ut ing flits expression in t o equation (61) and

vewril ing gives

p_W+ qf
dp' pdp--esc 4)f=_c-_hw sin X cos Cp= (63)

Th,, result is seen to be an equidimensional

equation. Subsliluting the solution forJ'(p) into
equation (a2) gives

_c-'h_o sin X cos ¢ sin O(p2+ApeS c
¢(p, 0) 4_esc2

+Bp -ese _) (64)

where ,1 and B are to be determined.

The two components of current density are

_p_Jo(p, O)-_c-'t_ sin X cos ¢ sin 04--cse 24)

(2p+A cse Cp_ ¢-_--B csc Cp-_ _-_) (65)

boundary conditions are that, Jp=0 at lbe end

p=p_ and that the current density remains finite

throughouI file cone. By the latter condition
B=0, and the former gives

or

(67)

For a cone frustum, it is required that J0=0 at
both ends, p=p_ and o=pb. Thus

pa_;lpaeSC c--l j_ 19 --csc 4,--I:, _'o,_ 0 (68a)

pt_@.lpb esc *-' @ Bpb -_c 4,-1=0 (68b)

Sinmltaneous solution of these two equations

Dyes
pa-ese ¢--Ipb__ papb--ese 4,--1

."l=p _ __lO __ ¢ ,____p __¢ ,-lp _ ,-i
(69a)

papbeSe 4,- I paCSC ¢,- tph (69t))
/_= paCSe 4,- I Pb- esc ¢ - I __ Pa- csc ¢ - I pbesc 4,- 1

Substitution of the eurrenl expressions (eqs. (65)

and (66)) inio equation (18) gives the torque:

L=rrac-'h°'wsinXc°s24)sin4)r(_4--cse'-' ¢ _r ese'lpC'C4,+2¢@2

B p .... 4,+"_I "b
q-_-sc_,_._}[,_ (--i cos X-ok sin X) (70)

It is seen tlmt the solution in the form given
here contains "l singularity for csc 4:-t-2 or

4)=:530 °. This is due to the homogeneous part

of the solution becoming identical wilh the in-

homogeneous part. The solulion for this ease

may he ol)tained by inlrodu('ing a lransforma-
lion variat)le w defined by

_,Vll el1 C e

(71)

1 b¢
--p-sin _ _=J_(P' O)

ac-_hw sin X co! 4) cos ¢

4-- csC 4)

(p@ApeSC 4,-1@]_p .... Ca-l) (66)

In applying these equations to a cone, the

o_d7 ,U qf

With these expressions, equation (63) gives, for
4)= 4-30 ° ,

d_'f 4f=_c-'h_o sin X _:'_ ea_
dw _
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The solulion of this equation is

f =_ ,rc-lhw sin X(we2W+ z:te2'_-l- Be-2_)

=_'_ ac-'h_o sin X(p "_log,, p+Ap2+Bp -2) (72)
S

The stream function is thus given by

¢(p, O)-_ ac-'hw sin X sin O(p2 log_ p--}-.4 pC+ Bp-2)

(73)

and lhe current, density components are

Jo(p, O)_" _c-'h_o sin X sin 0[p(l +log_ p)

+2Ap--2Bp -3] (74)

Jo (p, 0) "V_-------_ ac-lhw sin X cos O(p log_ p

+ Ap+ Bp -3) (7.5)

As before, these equations are applied to a cone,
and the eonstanls are found to be

A=--log_, p.

B_-0

I,ikewise, for a frustum, the conshmts are

A=OO 4 log,, o_--p,) log_ o_
pa 4_ po 4

B=p.4po4(log_ o_--log_ p0)
pa l- p b4

The result.ant torque is then

L 3 -2,2 1 1
=_6_r_c nwsin Xr[ 1 p3(log_ p--_)+_ :lp'

_1_2 BP-Z] (i cos X--k sin X) (76)

SERIES OF CONE FRUSTUMS

]f a series of m conic fi'ustums are joined end

{o end, as in figure 12, equations (64), (65), and

(66) apply in each section, and it remains only to
determine the A and B for each section in order

to define fully the current and hence the torque.

At the ioint, the radial component of current
must be continuous, and the circumferential

component must also be continuous as otherwise
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FI[;VRE ] 2, -Series of cone frtlst Hms.

a vortex line would be formed, with resulting

infinite curl of current along the joint. Therefore,

the conditions for determining the constants are

that the respective components of current are
continuous at the joinls, and that at an open end

the radial component vanishes, or that, if the

end is closed t)3' a cone, the current remains
finile. With the notation for the ends of each

section as shown in figure (12), these eon(litions

can l)e written for the junctions as

J.(o,,b, O)=Jo (p. +,, o,O)

Jo(p,,o,O)-- Jo(p.+L.,O)

(77a)

(77b)

By using equations (65) and (66), equations (77)
become

(7Sa)

A,a,,_-- B,,b.,+.f,,o= A. +,a, + _._-- Bn+I b, +,.,,@f, +l,a

(781))
where

p,, _c ,,.-_ cot q_, (.79a)
a,._= 4_ CS(.2_,_

p,,. -¢_ +,-' cot 4). (79b)
b,.,= 4_esc24)"

p,,o ('ot 4_,, (79c)
c,,.--4_ cse 2ck_

. 2p,,, cOS q_, (79d)

and a,,o, b,,_, c,,_, anti f,_ are similarly defined. The

two parts of equation (78) give, by addition and

subtraction,

A.a,,b+c_,_+f.b .l,,+la,,+_ ._ e,,+,..+f.+1,_ (80a)
' 2z
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B,,b,,b+C'b_ "f'b-- B,,+,b.+1, _jr c.+,,_-- f.+,._2 (80b)

In the application of these equations, it is im-

portant to note that, in proceeding from one end

of the frustum series to the other, if the opening
angle of a cone with radius increasing with the

distance along the body is considered positive,

the opening angle of a cone with radius decreasing

as z increases must be negative, and vice versa.

This sign convention is intrinsically assumed by

the equations.

Equations (80) furnish 2m--2 of the equations

necessary for the delermination ot" the 2m con-
slants. In order to set up the remaining two

equations, it is necessary to consider the following

three cases, each of which must be treated

separalcly:

(1) Both ends closed: In this case, finiteness

requires tlmt
B_ -- 0 (81 a)

A.,-o (81b)

Equation (81a) provides ,m initial value from

whi(.'ll successive B_ values can be calculated by

the recurrence equation (80b). Likewise the A_

values can be dcternfined by equations (80a) and

(81b).
(2) One end open and one end closed: At the

closed end, finiteness requires that

B,----0

and, at the open end, the rcquirement tlml the

longit.udinal current vanish gives equation (68b)

applied to the ruth segment. Thus, the B_ values

can again be calculated by recurrence, after which

equation (68b) gives Am, and the A,_ wdues can
then be determined simihuqy.

(3) Both ends open: The tloundary conditions
for this case are that the radial component of the

current vanish al each end, so that equalions (68a)
and (68I)) are applied to the first and last segnlents,

respectively. Next A,,, and B,,, arc expressed by

linear relations in ,.1_and B,, respectively, obtained

by successive use of equations (80a) and (80b).

Equations (68a) and (68b) now become a pair of

simultaneous equations in A, and B_, so that these
two can be round. The others then follow.

The constants in the current equations having
been determined, the flow is completely defined

and the torque follows by summing the eontribu-

13

tions of all the sections, each being determined hy

equation (70).

GENERAL THIN-WALL BODY OF REVOLUTION

Tile next step is to apply the theory developed
for series of frustums to the case of a continuous

body of revolution (fig. 13) having as generatrix

an arbitrary curve, say r=r(z), which has a piece-
wise continuous first derivative dr/dz. Initially,

however, it, will be assumed that dr/dz is contimmus

throughout the length o[" the body.
The body is considered as made up of a large

number of frustums joined; therefore, equations

(80) apply. Equation (80a) is now rewritten in
the following fm'm (ror a reason thal will 1)e im-

mediately apparent):

dn+lan+l,a--*_nan_

1
----_ [(c.b--c.+,..)+(f,,o--.f.+u.)] (82)

If the body is considered to be

curved,

A,,+I=A,,+_ 5z,,

continuously

, d(l,n

a,,+l,a=a,,bq- _ kz_

With these expressions, equalion (82) l)ecomes, in

tile limit,

d[a(z)A(z)]=-- 2 [de(z) +df(z)] (say

The subscripts are no longer needed, as A, a, c,

and f are continuous functions of z. Equation

(83) may be integrated directly to give

c(z) +f(z) }-a(0)A(0)a(z)A(z)= 2

-4c(0)+f(0)2 (s4)

\

dp= ton "l dr .r i
.7

FIC, rRE 13. Geometry of general body of revolution.
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or

E c(o) +J(o)A(z)=a-_(z) a(0)A(0)-} 2

e(z)+2"f(z)] (s5)

Similarly,

R --b-It [b(o)nco) c(m+/(o)2

(s6)
The quantities a, b, c, and.f arc defined by equa-

tions (79) as functions of p and _b. These are de-

fined in terms of r(z) t)y the geometry of the prob-

lena, as sho'_m in figure (13), as

(ss)
_b= tan- i \dz]

Olhcr needed relalions thai follow I'rom figure 13
are

ese_ ¢= \dz)

/ dr'\-

The conslanls A(O) and/7(0) are delermined in

liie same nlltnner as lhai outlined for the joined
frllSlluns, in order to satisfy the condition lhat

no cln'rent Irlovts out the ends. The rum,lions

A(z) anti B(z) thus evaluated arc substituted into

equations (64), (65), and (66) to obtain ltle

stream function and current components. The
torque then follows as

£2_ e°s2 ¢ sin ¢

+B(z)p-:"_*+qdp (89)

In general, this integTal wmfld have to be evahiated

numerically. Any discontinuities in the slope

are accounted for merely by Ireating the discon-
tinuity as a juncture in a series of fi'ustums.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

micrometeoroid satellite S-55 in a symmetrical

spin is calculated. For the calculations, the

following numbers are used:

h = 0.30 gauss

¢o=21.0 radians/sec
/--96 cm

r = 24 em

r=0.05 em

c----3 X 10 m cm/sec

a=0.312X l0 _ (chin-era) -1
X=90 °

Thetinencssratio is 2, for which 12r tanh D=0.52.
l Z,t'

It is necessary to express (r in Gaus_an units,

that is, in (statohms-cm)-L The torque is then

calculated by equation (19) as:

1- . (0.3)"X 21.0
L=--kTrX2.81X 10 '/_ _,., 1_. _

X24_X96X0.05X0.52

=-- 64.0k dyne-era

RESUM]_

A theoretical analysis has l)een made of the

eddy currents induced by an applied magnetic
field on the following spinning shapes:

(1) Thin-wall symmetrically spinning cylinder,

(2) Thick-wall symmetrically spinning cylinder,

(3) Thin-wall tumbling cylinder,

(4) Thin-wall (.one and ('one frlisluln,
(5) Joined thin-wall ('one frusi llnls, an(]

(6) Oenera,l thin-wall body of revolution.

From the eurrenI expressions, the torques are
calculated. The first two cases were solved by

applying t)oundary conditions to the scalar potential
of the electric field. The other eases were solved

by means of a stream function.

Figures that show the variation of torque with

fineness ratio and thickness ratio are presented
for thin- and thick-wall eylinth,rs. Fron| these,

the d%m'ee of approximation in the thin-wall
treatnlent can be ascertained. It was found tliat

the average torque acting on a tumbling cylinder

is one-halt' the torque acting on a symmetrically

spinning cylinder, all other factors being equal.

As an example of the application of the formulas

of this paper, the magnetic torque aethlg on an

aluminum cylinder such as the heal shMd of the

].ANGLEY RESEARCtt CENTEB._

_-'_ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATIONj
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